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LOGLINE
When her pit bull is stolen by an aspiring dogfighter, Leila is forced to stand up for herself, at the cost of her own innocence.

SYNOPSIS
Raised by a single mother on an isolated subdivision in rural Texas, fourteen-year-old Leila's deepest connection is with her pack of rescued
dogs. On a hot summer morning she wakes to find that her beloved pit bull Bubba has eviscerated a skunk. Leila heads to a nearby swimming
hole to bathe him and meets Marco, a neighborhood boy with a chip on his shoulder. Charmed by his attention, Leila lets Marco into her world.
But after a tense sexual encounter things spin out of control and Leila is forced to protect what she loves most at the cost of her own
innocence.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
SKUNK is part of a series of films I’ve done exploring youth culture and coming of age. Before film school I spent 10 years as a social worker in indigenous communities,
working with Native American youth using video to tell stories about their lives. This experience was life changing, and inspired me to write about teenagers in a similarly
tenuous environment -- left to their own devices, on the outskirts of a rural town, careening between good and bad decisions as they try to figure out their identities,
relationships, and self-worth.
I imagined Leila, the protagonist, to be a subdued 14-year old full of contradictions--passive, active, vulnerable, tough, naïve, brassy, and shy. Unable to fully grasp what is
happening at any given moment, her self-consciousness, ambivalence, and desire for connection ultimately lead her into an unsafe situation. I wanted to explore how girls get
into this position where they are in over their heads, and what then becomes the moment they decide to take control. Like many of the youth I used to teach, Leila struggles
with the same issues of adolescence--trying to negotiate relationships in terms of power, performance, and social status, often through the crucible of sex.
It was essential to me to create believable and nuanced portrayals that feel true to life. We found the teenage leads through an extensive search; going into schools, youth
groups, community organizations, visiting malls and skate parks. In the end we found two spectacular kids who could personally relate to the roles and brought their life
experiences to their performances in a really truthful way.
Our approach was unorthodox, working with non-actors, rescued dogs, and a small crew, in the midst of a heat wave in Texas. It was a challenging shoot, but our sense of
camaraderie and passion for the project carried us through.
ANNIE SILVERSTEIN

"SKUNK is a bold and refreshingly confrontational film...A striking
glimpse of a girl's first fumbling stabs at defining herself as a
woman." - David Lowery (Ain’t Them Bodies Saints, Pioneer)
“SKUNK proves once again that Annie Silverstein has a sweet,
gentle touch for stories of youth. She gracefully carves such
honesty and heartbreak from her characters and her worlds.”
–Kat Candler (Hellion, Black Metal)
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BIOS
JENIVIEVE NUGENT (LEILA)
Jenevive is a 15-year-old actress who lives in Round Rock, TX. SKUNK is her first professional acting experience, and she has loved it. She is also a painter and seasoned
cellist. In the future, she would like to earn a business degree and continue working as an actress and at an art gallery.

KIOWA TUCKER (MARCO)
Kiowa is an actor and musician from Houston Texas. He made his acting debut in Petting Zoo, a feature film by Micah Magee scheduled to be released in Fall 2014. SKUNK
is his second fiction film.

written & directed by ANNIE SILVERSTEIN
Annie is an award winning filmmaker and media educator based in Austin, Texas. She directed the feature documentary March Point (PBS-Independent Lens 2008), is
founder of the nationally recognized NATIVE LENS youth program, and Co-Founder of Longhouse Media, an indigenous media arts & education non-profit organization in
Seattle, Washington. Annie spent a decade teaching and collaborating on community film based projects with Native American youth on reservations across Washington
State, and was awarded a Fulbright in 2007 for her film project with homeless youth in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. For her work with Native Lens/Longhouse Media Annie
received the National Association for Media Literacy award in 2009 for outstanding contributions made in the field of media education. Her short works include producing/
directing the documentary Noc na Tanečku (Night at the Dance) in 2011, which broadcast on PBS and screened at festivals including SXSW, Silverdocs, and the Hamptons
International Film Festival. Annie’s first narrative short Spark premiered at SXSW in 2012 where it won a jury award for Best Texas Short. SKUNK is Annie’s second fiction
short, and was an Official Selection of the Cannes Film Festival--Cinéfondation (2014), where it was awarded first prize by a jury presided over by Abbas Kiarostami. Annie is
an alumni of the prestigious Berlinale Talents, and earned her MFA in Film at the University of Texas-Austin.

produced by MONIQUE WALTON
Monique is an Austin-based filmmaker hailing from Long Island, NY. In 2004 she co-directed and produced Still Black, At Yale, a short documentary that screened at film
festivals and educational conferences across the country. Monique produced short-form content at Nickelodeon for four years before completing an MFA at the University of
Texas-Austin. She has produced four short films including SKUNK (First Prize, 2014 Cannes Film Festival--Cinéfondation), Tiny Tape Recorder, A Late Evening in the Future,
and Housekeeping (Maryland Film Festival) and has co-written and directed short narratives and documentaries (The Fire Inside, Dark Matters, The Becoming Box, We Will
Always Be Here). The Becoming Box won the narrative award at the 2012 International Black Film festival of Nashville and will make its television premiere on the Aspire
Network in 2014. She has received support from the Texas Filmmaker Production Fund and the Dina Sherzer Documentary Fund.
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cinematography by NATHAN DUNCAN
Nathan got his first set of prescription glasses at the age of nine and subsequently developed an obsession with capturing and manipulating images. He has worked with Dir.
Annie Silverstein as Director of Photography and/or Co-Editor on several short films, including Spark and Night at the Dance, which have played major festivals like SXSW,
Slamdance, and AFI Silverdocs. Their most recent collaboration, SKUNK, will screen at Festival de Cannes 2014. Nathan's past editing/producing credits have also included
two independent features: A Thing as Big as the Ocean and Pitch & Tone, the first of which took part in IFP's Narrative Lab '08 in New York City and was a recipient of the
first annual IFP finishing grant. Additionally, Nathan's own short documentary projects, (Ash, Ghost Mall) have screened at prestigious venues such as Full Frame, Edinburgh
International Film Festival, and Rooftop Summer Film Series in NYC. Ash was a recipient of the 2012 Texas Filmmaker Production Fund. He lives and works in Austin, TX
where he is currently finishing up work on a short fiction film.
edited by JOSH MELROD
Josh Melrod’s film editing credits include the narrative feature Northern Borders, directed by Jay Craven and starring Academy Award nominees Bruce Dern and Geneviève
Bujold, which premiered at the 2013 Nantucket Film Festival, the documentary Cartoon College (Glasgow 2013), which he also directed, the forthcoming documentary The
Cult of JT LeRoy, which he co-produced, the narrative short SKUNK by Annie Silverstein, and the feature Peter And John, currently in production. He was an additional editor
on Simon Helberg and Jocelyn Towne’s We'll Never Have Paris (SXSW 2014), Amanda Rose Wilder’s Approaching The Elephant (True/False 2014), Alexandra Lescaze’s All
Of Me (Los Angeles 2013), and he served as assistant editor to Geoffrey Richman (The Cove, Sleepwalk With Me) on Joanna Lipper’s The Supreme Price. He's taught film
editing at The Edit Center in New York and at Marlboro College. As a visual artist his work is included in the permanent collections of the Boston Public Library, the University
of Vermont, and the Hood Museum of Art at Dartmouth College, among others.

